CUBA

POSSIBLE INfiltrATION OF LAS VILLAS PROVINCE
BY CUBAN REFUGEES

26 NOVEMBER 1963

UNITED STATES, MIAMI (27 NOVEMBER 1963)

2. THE PEOPLE INVOLVED IN THIS OPERATION WERE MANUEL PEDRO
(GUIFERREZ) CARDENAS, EMILIO (PEREZ) FERNANDEZ AND LUIS (AGUIAR) PEREZ.
THE LATTER TWO PRESUMABLY WERE TO BE INFILTRATES. TWO CREW MEMBERS,
KNOWN ONLY BY NICKNAME, WERE COMACHO AND VASCOY.

1. DURING THE NIGHT OF 26 NOVEMBER 1963, A 20 TO 22 FOOT 'SPEED'
BOAT DEPARTED FROM THE NORTH SIDE OF KEY BISCAYNE. IT WAS HEADED
FOR A RENDEZVOUS OFF KEY LARGO WITH A CUBAN (SIC) FISHING BOAT AND
WAS THEN TO PROCEED TO AN INFILTRATION POINT ON THE NORTH COAST OF
LAS VILLAS, CUBA. THE FISHING BOAT WAS BASED IN A SHRIMP FISHERY
LOCATED ON THE SOUTHEAST COAST OF KEY LARGO.
3. (FIELD COMMENT: VASCOY COULD POSSIBLY BE JOSE (BASCOY) BARRIOS.)
4. FIELD DISSEM: CINCLANT, CINCSO, COMNAVKEYWEST, MIAMI REPS OF STATE, USCG, BORDER PATROL, I&NS, FBI AND CUSTOMS.
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